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Africa expects ...
THE IMPOSITION OF OIL SANCTIONS against Southern Rhodesia on 17
December 1965 continues the sad succession of actions so long urged but now
futile. All those who have spent years trying to persuade Western countries
to act against white supremacy. in Africa will recognise the familiar pattern.
In 1964 the International Conference on Economic Sanctions against South
Africa called for " a policy of total economic sanctions against South Africa"
(their italics). In 1965 Britain and the United States of America agree to
apply oil sanctions, together with a hotch-potch of partial trade sanctions
against Southern Rhodesia. South Africa remains unthreatened, and will
presumably help to keep Southern Rhodesia going. The Portuguese are keeping
the pipeline to Umtali open at Beira. When sanctions were urged before, they
were feasible: now they are not.

Men who have all their lives worked for nonviolent change have in the
past few years had to accept the indispensability of the use of force to end
white supremacy in southern Africa. Their call for force against Southern
Rhodesia has been flatly rejected by Britain - one of whose spokesmen has
even protested that Britain will not be "pushed around" by African states
trying to make Britain do her duty. The real military weakness of Southern
Rhodesia and the newness of her rebellion would have made - would perhaps
still make - armed intervention by Britain short, sharp and successful in its
outcome. By the time she does decide to act militarily - if the initiative is still
with Britain - South Africa will be ready with a military airfield in the Caprivi
strip and her substantial war machine geared for long expected action across
the Limpopo. British armed intervention will then repeat the futility of her
sanctions policy. And the white supremacist camp south of the Limpopo will
have dug itself in for a campaign which may then indeed fulfil the direst
prophecies of those who have opposed the use of coercion - violent or non
violent - against the South African Government. For that campaign will be
of a kind that may maim human relationships across the colour line throughout
the world, as well as risking global war and certainly destroying South Africa's
people and her riches.

To avert this ultimate disaster in South Africa, me African states must act
together, must indicate their determination to "push Britain around" with a
vigour that will overcome the presently superior racial and economic pull of
the white supremacists. Their resolutions has - with gaps - already been
effective in small ways. The gaps must close if the OAU is to effect conclusive
action to stop the growth of white supremacy in Africa, let alone to eradicate it.
Conclusive action towards putting down the Southern Rhodesian rebellion is of
three main kinds - armed action by Britain; armed action by the African
states with or without allies from outside; insurrection by the African people
of Southern Rhodesia, armed from outside. Unquestionably the first should be
tried first, but should it fail, one or both of the other forms of action will
follow, almost certainly in 1966. e


